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Design Prospects: Investigating Design Fiction
via a Rogue Urban Drone
Andrew Morrison, Institute for Design, Oslo School of Architecture and Design (AHO)

Abstract
Design fiction is garnering attention as a mode of inquiry on the prospective in design
practice and inquiry. This paper addresses design fiction as a potential area for design
research to explore communicatively. The paper does so through a performative
essayistic research text. Presented are extracts from an online visual-verbal
hypernarrative and expository research writing. The performative exploration includes
views from the persona of a unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) or drone policing a near
future city. Her perspectives are prospective. However, the urban ‘drone-gone-rogue’ is
crafted as a design fictional rhetorical device to comment on topical issues in the hereand-now. Her views are located in relation to the matter of voice in design fiction. The
drone asserts that cultural critique is needed from within design practice and research;
she maintains that design fiction is one means to conveying it in contrast to the prevailing
regimes of surveillance and promotional discourses of the ‘smart city’.
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Figure. 1: Outline of predator drone, date. Photograph by Einar Martinussen and James
Bridle.
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Design fiction is under development as an exploratory and discursive space (Morrison,
2011). Today it encompasses a medley of perspectives, as Hales (2013) has recently
argued in working towards its provisional taxonomy. He suggests three main keywords:
futurity, anachronism and atemporality. In short, drawing on science fiction as a base and
referring to the luminary work of the writer Bruce Sterling and his design fiction writings
and guides, design fiction may be said to be both a means of representation and
intervention (Hales 2013, p. 2). It is also a mode of crafting speculation that allows us to
ponder the future prospectively as well as critically (Sterling 2009a, Sterling 2009b, Augur
2013). Further, it may refer to the mediation of possible and proximal future scenarios and
articulations (Morrison et al. 2013b). So too may design fiction be employed to destablise
historical veractiy (Hales 2013, p.8).
It is the critical, mediational angle that this paper takes up with respect to the creation of a
discursive space for design, culture and our ‘reading’ of the network city (Morrison &
Aspen, 2012; Morrison et al., 2013a; Graham, 2010). That space is fictionally shaped as a
way of projecting us into a near future world while orienting us to look more closely at our
immediate contexts and their cultural design formations. This is what design fiction offers
the more prosaic, respectable established domains of design and design research. Figure
1 shows the schematic scaled outline of a Predator drone developed as part of a design
activism project by James Bridle and Einar Martinussen to move the presence of the
military application of UAV technologies into more proximal urban and popular cultural
domains. The image is part of a series of design interventionist imaginaries that resituate
and thereby destabilise our perceptions and expectations of drones as remotely placed in
war zones and in border surveillance (e.g. Huffington 2014).
The outline of the most widely used drone to date, the Predator, is startling in its form,
instantly recognisable to those who have seen it in action or traced its appearance in the
media. It is at once a shadow and a pattern recognition device, indexical of the technology
of 21st century combat and a reminder of naïve play of plastic aeroplane kits. I use this
image to visually ‘launch’ the design fiction to which we refer that is called WiFly. As
Bleecker (2009) suggests, this image and the overall blog-based design fictional work
(from a project called PLAYUR on ‘play’ in social media media and the city) is applied to
productively upset the familiar and to disrupt our distance to it.
In this paper the persona and voice of a female drone, the author of the blog text, Adrona
(also the author of this text), is the device employed to ‘conduct’ design fiction
performatively. The design fiction work is constructed and composed to ask how we might
use a reflexive and speculative view in design fiction and a multimodal and mixed mode of
making and communicating that design fiction. Following Bakhtin (1981), she speaks to
readers and their experiences and expectations of how surveillance technologies might be
designed and already are part of the mediated designed interactions of our lived daily
lives. She is a an airborne cyber-techno cultural ventriloquist, perhaps a far cry from
Bakhtin’s original application of vocality in the fictional works of Dostovesky.
Referring to our need to escape modernist constructs of criticism, Latour (2010, p. 487)
notes that ‘The blind led by the blind are in great need of new captors and sensors - yes,
new avatars.’ As can be seen below through a series of excerpts from the web blog of an
urban drone called Adrona that are placed across this essayistic text (e.g. Butler, 1993;
Gotti, 2001; Flusser, 2002; Hemley 2012), there is a new avatar in town! She seems to
have developed a mind of her own, being a hybrid splicing of elements of the human
genome and advanced computational features of UAV technology. This is what one
encounters in the blog composed by Adrona; here is her online biography:
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The design of sky writing
I’m a sentient drone, I guess. But I’ve gone a bit rogue. Keep myself airborne but
generally I’m pretty peeved at being put to use for urban surveillance. I need to keep my
thoughts camoflauged to some degree so that I’ll stay in service. Search and rescue.
‘Smart policing’. Domestic drone. But I’m developing a sense of my own mindfulness. It’s
not easy to work out my own sense of purpose above the city. Flying between code and
conscience, efficiency and ethics. I’ve discovered I’m a female drone – not just an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle! Aha. A vehicle for critique, that’s me.
The design of sky writing.

Exploring cultural design artifacts and critique
As Hales (2013, p. 2) observes, ‘Design fictions create a discursive space within which
new forms of cultural artifact (futures) might emerge.’ In short, Design fiction moves
between fact and imagination (Auger, 2010): it is a technique and a rhetorical realisation
for conveying connections between imagined (near) futures and current cultural sociotechno realities. Akin to the projections of ‘cyberpunk’ writers, such as William Gibson,
Design fiction is a way to speculate seriously. It's not quite brainstorming, nor is it
ideating. It is design that tells stories. It creates material artifacts that force
conversations and suspend one's disbelief in what could be. It's a way of imagining
a different kind of world by outlining the contours, rendering the artifacts as story
props, then using them to imagine. The prototyping activates the idea, giving it a
few material features and some density, and forcing the refinement that comes
from making something. (Bleecker 2010, online)
This paper takes the from of an experimental essay that moves between modes of writing,
from written text to extract form blog entry and images form websites that appear in those
blog entries (see e.g. Latour, 1996). These are interleafed argumentatively but also
poetically in the form of a type of design fiction with criticism. Added then is a multimodal
turn to writing about design form earlier approaches (e.g. Margolin, 1989), drawing on
different media, types of representation, voice and narrative-argumentative relations
(Morrison, 2010). This has also more recently been termed a ‘prospective hermeneutics’
in the context of design fiction that is also interruptive (Morrison et al., 2013; Figure 2):

They made me a launch pad
Here I was on urban duty, minding everyone else’s business. Then an awful scratching
began in my small loading bay. Not a new camera again I hoped, so tired of having my
vision improved as my rotors age …. And then I saw them swarming out of me, my
underbelly a platform for miniature helicopters, controlled by some other remote sensor
protocol. Or maybe they’ve been activated by an acolyte from the latest citizen hacker
collective.

Figure 2: Proxdynamics micro drone, 2013. Available: http://www.proxdynamics.com
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As a new media and multimodal discourse scholar and applied design researcher, I have
been intrigued for two decades now about hypertextual writing, online multimodal
expression and the abductive and relational discourses that may be realised through and
as networked communication. In investigating social media and the city through a large
funded research project, part of our team has looked into play, speculation and fact-fiction
relations. We have adopted this as a route to untangling the often coaxially rendered
infrastructural and marketing discourses of the ‘smart city’.
One of the ways we have done this is to engage ourselves creatively and critically with the
growing topic of design fiction. For us Design Fiction has offered a mode of inquiry that is
performative: events, enactments, play and experience connect design with engagement.
In part this is central to Critical Design (Dunne, 1999, Dunne & Raby 2013) where the
focus has been on fashioning conceptual artifacts, a design about ideas (Dunne & Raby
2013: 11), that has largely been realised in the frame of design objects (Seago & Dunne
1999) situated in the art installation and gallery. Central to Critical Design has been a
drive to materialise potential future scenarios and to speculate about imaginary futures
and to problematise expectations and perceptions and postulate alternative needs (Dunne
& Raby 2013: 36). This is cast as akin to literature and includes ‘imaginative, improbable
and provocative qualities’, placing creativity over practicality and questions ahead of
answers (Dunne & Raby 2013: 189). More widely, Malpass (2013) places critical design in
a taxonomy that spans associative design (e.g. Mazé & Redström (2007) and speculative
design (oriented towards Science Technology Studies, STS; e.g. Augur 2013). As with the
design fiction presented here, he notes that, concerning design products and objects in
society drawn in these three frames:
Common to the field is the use of satire, rationality, and narrative to engage and
offer critique. The purpose of critical design concurrent with the function of satire is
constructive criticism, using wit as an instrument to affect critical reflection. There
is no satire without critique, and humor is a powerful tool of engagement. But this
critique is contingent on reading the objects of critical practice as objects of design.
These are, therefore, always contextualized and rationalized with a narrative of
use. (Maplass 2013: 353).
In my view design fictional work may be extended from the composition of ‘social
imaginaries’ (Dunne & Raby 2013: 189) and beyond the gallery and often product design
domain of critical design to a wider culturally communicative one where narrative is
prominent. Pastiche, irony and satire may be employed in fictive design works that are
nonetheless imbued with the social, cultural and political. In this view, attention is shifted
to multimodally and intertextually framed communication that may be more distributed in
character and verbally analytical; this presents an articulation that is not only embodied in
a visual poetics or manifested by way of literary affinity alone.
In this view, design fiction may be extended to encapsculate and blend aspects of
technology, social science and creativity. In so doing it enacts a performative shift from
the ‘dreaming’ mode of critical design (Dunne & Raby 2013: 189) to a discursive design
that demands a more explicitly dialogical deigetics of near future imaginaries in which
multiple voices and views are implicated. This is a dialogical mode of transdisciplinary
design discourse that refers more widely to performative discourse that transverses the
humanities and social sciences. It is however, speculative in its status. Yet, it may be
written up as design research cast in a tradition of messy texts (Marcus 1996). These are
texts that entail polymorphous thick description blended with refection and reflexive
critique that are instantiated via digital media and cultural interaction design that taken
together are realisations of discursive design (Morrison et al 2011). They relate to wider
discourses in public circulation and that are topical and challenging; they constitute one
means towards shaping a public critical practice for design fiction (see e.g. Malpass 2013).
4

Some examples of discursive design (Morrison et al., 2011) have already appeared that
adopt and encompass what Bakhtin (1981) refers to as polyvocality. Morrison (2011)
developed a conference paper on the ruminations of a wifi-enhanced cow called Rumina
roaming the streets of a future cityspace. She stumbles along and a ‘hybrid’ of animal and
machine, of bovine needs and human- and data-generated push media in a post animal
liberation metropolitan landscape. Her being is constantly interrupted by cultural and
communicative ‘feeds’ from the past.
The text includes formal research reflections on such a cultural construct in the shape of a
narrative that was deliberately constructed to re-sensitise the reader to consider relations
between technological, cultural and urban scales of ‘progress’. Like Adrona, she is a
performative ruse, a device to problematise our conceptualisations of technology - for
fellow designers and technologists, students and a wider civic-oriented public – in the
mould of an Internet of Things’, albeit not one built on metaphors of infrastructure. Her
point of view is aimed to engage our cultural consciences concerning what we fabricate
and project in and via design. In Adrona’s case this extends to the online genre of the first
person blog with its open comments field.
That said, as critical practice design writing and criticism do not typically experiment much
with formats of design writing. I present here then a type of ‘sky writing’ by referring to
Adrona, and to a speculative conversation, in Bleecker’s words with design fiction. Writing
may be extended in design research to a level of experimental articulation in such a way
that is already prevalent in performance studies or in peer reviewed journals such as the
print variety of Cultural Studies/Critical Methodologies or online ones such as Kairos.
However, given the theme of this conference, there is a need to connect this move to a
speculative mode of inquiry and communication and wider issues in design and
technology already today.

Design and drone technologies
Currently the use of drones in an extended ‘war on terror’ is prevalent across the media
(e.g. Adams, 2010; Economist, 2012). This a media now characterised by not only
broadcasters such as CNN and media research organs (Pew Research Center, 2012), but
also social media services that are used to critique and debate drone technologies and
their application: e.g. Twitter (Dronestream, Begley, 2012), online sites dedicated to
providing wider publics with information and updates on how drones are being deployed in
targeted combat (e.g. Dronestagram, Bridle, 2012).
This is a new, technology augmented aspect of military activity, developed over time and
now at the core of ‘smart war’ thinking. There are now more drone politics (ground bound
though they are) being trained than ones for actual airborne manoeuvres. Dozens of
countries have drone programmes and almost weekly are reports on the killing of
suspected militants in Afghanistan and Pakistan (in the latter with n agreed joint action
with the U.S. Major news channels now show documentaries on drones (e.g. Verveij et al.,
2012 on Al Jazeera). The application of drones in urban policing has already begun, and
is clearly part of what Adrona reflects on:

Recognition
Ah, recognition! I see myself put into service above the city, the sly urban eye, some call
us. But I’m not just one of a swarm, mindlessly hoisted. Filling me with sensors and
wireless feeders means I am part of the networked city. Not just transmitting but alive.
That’s me, a livewire you might say! I think these thoughts, I’m stimulated to make
connections, algorithms all firing. And the word recognition has begun its parsings, an
agent in its own attractions. Flash memory takes on a new meaning.
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A flash comes into my mind, a quote semantically fetched from an online book by Fleski:
‘Recognition is not repetition; it denotes not just the previously known, but the becoming
known. Something that may have been sensed in a vague, diffuse or semi-conscious way
now takes on a distinct shape, is amplified heightened or made newly visible. In a mobile
interplay of exteriority and interiority, something that exists outside of me inspires a
revised or altered sense of who I am’. (Fleski, p. 25)

Altered senses, minor fictions, big issues
As we submitted papers to the DRS 2014 Conference in early November 2013, one of the
lead news items internationally was discussion of the fallout of the whistle-blowing on
leading security and surveillance by Eric Snowden, a contract worker employed in the
United States by the National Security Agency (NSA). In the US and the UK, heads of
security and espionage agencies were currently being publicly questioned - and were
questioning - just how this individual, the Guardian newspaper and NSA itself were
implicated (albeit differently) in the gathering, hoovering and the uncovering of sensitive
data. This is data that had been amassed and exchanged because it has been designed
to be gathered, stored and surveyed, and to some degree shared.
This data and communication design project is the result, it might be argued, of the
extension of surveillance policies and practices marked as responses to both the viscious
actions of Al Qaida on several continents and the related wars in Afghanistan and Iraq in
principle. On the one hand, and a concurrent burgeoning of digital communication across
the globe, on the other (two) hands of keyboards and ‘thumbing’ on smart phones and
social network sites in our networked cities and wireless regions. These are matter for
design and design fiction to consider today. However, as has been argued (Hales, 2013),
design fiction is also anachronistic, looking back into the received past from a future
imaginary space. This we encounter in a blog entry by Adrona (see Figures 3-5) in which
she realises how her legacy is being monitored:

Memory mind-er system
Oh look, a feed from the past slips between my rotors. My being a new experimental
hybrid of techno and human cortical splice implant, I receive information through my GPS
to human memory mind-er system. I feel something like a murmur reaching into my being.
Its cold up here in 2022 above the city. Murmmuration! It’s a website from summer 2013.

We are in the news species again. The topic of conferences and listed in the statistics of
the Pew Institute. President Obama’s popularity plummets due to drone strikes in ‘AfPak’
as the military call it. I’m airborne, committed to urban service I understand. Did they ever
notice ay back in 2014 that it was a form of urban service design?
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Oh no, I am now implicated in the presentation and archiving of a drone festival online, a
gathering of my own fairly recent history. Its collaboratively authored, even calling itself a
design fictional space!

Figures 3-5: Call for contribution to Murmation Festival, affiliated project at The State:
http://www.thestate.ae/projects/; The Murmation Festival includes online video of news
from C-Span; Archive, Murmation on Tumblr. Available:
http://murmurationfestival.tumblr.com/archive
UAVS have been and are being designed and they are in many senses design hybrids
that are themselves agglomerates or assemblies of human and non-human actants and
are Things (Binder et al., 2011) that fit into deeper and wider military systems design and
7

arguments for more ‘democratic warfare’ (Sauer & Schörnig, 2012). They now receive
considerable investment, with leading developments in Israel and Norway (see also
Figure 2). They have already changed the way combat is enacted and where casualties
may be landed. They are under considerable criticism from politicians, policy experts, and
legal and ethics committees and specialists (e.g. Public Intelligence, 2010), as can also be
seen in the growing body of research (e.g. Blackmore, 2005).
So, drones are also now toys, e.g. Parrot, using the iPhone and GPS and taken up by the
Occupy Wall Street actions in response to the Global Financial Crisis. They are part of
urban environments, the ‘sentient city’ (Shepard, 2011), or what Graham (2010) calls the
city under siege; implicated are the design of surveillance, crowd control, policing (Figures
6-9) and search and rescue efforts (New York Times, 2012).
Here’s what Adrona has to say:

The First Age of Social Media
Watched. The humiliation of being watched. They are staring at my prototypical relative
from below! He looks like he is in the cross hairs of a police viewfinder! Ha.
Isn’t that what was playing out in those days of protesting in the streets against the Global
Financial Crisis they called it. Yes it looks like what was called Occupy New York. I
remember the image now, in my data-album, that pixellated history before SuperHD real
got to grips with our GPS eyes. The way the protesters used these toy like copters to
monitor the police. The police in urban flight! The iPhone holders on the ground getting
live video feed, able to send it on.
That was in the First Age of Social Media.
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Figures 6-9: Parrot commercial drone in urban flight; Screengrab from TIME website,
article and image on Occupy movement protesters own use of drone to film police actions
in NYC, USA. Available: (http://techland.time.com/2011/12/21/occupy-wall-streets-newdrone-the-occucopter/); Image from Occucopter above Foley Square, NYC. (Stanley
Rogouski). Available: http://www.flickr.com/photos/stanleyrogouski/6536148907/

Further into design fiction
Design fiction has received considerable attention recently (Sterling, 2009a; Sterling,
2009b; Augur, 2010; Bleecker, 2010; Grand & Wiedmer, 2010; Morrison, 2011; Bosch,
2012). For design research, often concern with conveying the nature of designerly thinking
and abductive construction, design fiction encompasses possibilities for representation,
articulation and expression (Figures 10 & 11) as well as reflexive critique. This can be
seen in the following extract from Adrona’s blogging:

Feeling replicated
Everywhere you looked in the media in 2013 you’d see us, I feel we have been replicated,
our forms and our purposes entangled, an archaeology of the future I like to call it. There
were those feelers of the future in the archives of airborne technologies of the late 20th
century, reachable in online repositories such as this one that looks like an early motion
capture flip book!
And then second image, how we became the stuff of makers and collectors, shaping their
own Lego-like arsenals of representation lodged in the photo service Flickr. Pieces of
popular culture at the same time as pieces of human and then computer targeted
coordination. From war, to bedrooms, to boardrooms, to the boredom of my daily hovering
above the streets. I’d better not get too poetic, somebody already incorporated my poetry
that in their research paper on design fiction and WiFly.
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Figures 10 & 11: Teledyne Ryan UAV Drone RPV Firebee (San Diego Air & Space
Museum Archives). Available: www.flickr.com/photos/sdasmarchives/6871003163/
; Playful rendering. UAV "Eagle Eye" 1. UAV Drone for the Baltic Union and Australian
forces. (Tom Neumo). Available: www.flickr.com/photos/44219944@N03/4651802878
Design fiction may be characterised by its posturing, prospective slant and an unfolding or
chiasmic quality. Design fiction may thus offer ways to approach exploring,
experimentation, giving accounts and building critical reflection that are in a different voice
to established procedural and formal deductive experimental modes of inquiry that design
research does not always seek to reinforce or apply. Design fictional inquiry - in its making
and analysis, and in via prossesural discursive co-performativity - also varies from the
inductive, process oriented, collaborative and way finding modes of inductive logics and
methods. It does this by enacting abductive and discursive moves in conveying and
building knowledge.
In terms of new media philosophy it can be said that design fiction entails the formation of
material assemblies and technologies (Hales 2013: 5). The design fiction I enact draws on
work in performance studies, digital narrative and electronic rhetoric. These are areas
themselves where design is often not adequately expressed or investigated. I argue, as
does Hales (2013, p. 7), that ‘As technoprogresssive objects design fictions are fully
tangled in the contemporary media situation both as instrument and representation.’
(Figure 12). Adrona has reflects on this from the future:
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Instrument and representation
How very very cute! One of those consumer pads, circa 2012 used to steer one of my
relatives. Just order it online, from France! Not exactly then the greatest supporter of the
extended American drone strikes. Instrument.
Just look how we are marketed. Representation. A boxed variant, images of our
functionality shown outdoors in open space, reminding me of all those images at the time
on the dusty spaces of Afghanistan. Here a toy like simplicity. A Parrot. What a name, we
did what they said, said what they did?

Figure 12: Screengrab from AR Drone website

Intermediary zones of experimentation in design criticism
If we are to offer and discuss the potential constitution of such a criticism via design
fictionalising, we need to allow for fragile zones of experimentation that might be partially
insufficient, allowing glimpses of a criticism we have not read, and a discourse that itself
invites us to a gathering of thinking and articulation that is concerned with design in our
lifeworlds and in our everyday practices and professional positions.
Multimodal communication and writing, including that of the blog and essay, is the main
method being addressed in this paper. Elsewhere this has been taken up as in design
fiction that blends text types and modes of mediating current issues cast in the future as a
method for problematising today’s critiques (Morrison et al., 2013b). Wall and Monahan
(2011, p. 251) write that
Whether the forms of drone surveillance and violence operate in discursive,
representational, and/or physical registers, they are always articulations of identity
and scripted assertions of value that are far from objective or benign. UAVs may
reside within a paradigm of cosmic control that seeks strategic advantage through
systems of verticality, but rather than mirror reality below in some positivistic way,
the drone assemblage executes socio-technical codes that objectify others while
blurring all identities within the apparatus. Some of these blurred identities include
insurgent and civilian, criminal and undocumented migrant, remotely located pilot
and front-line soldier.
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Liestøl and Morrison (2013) argue for the role of narrative and rhetoric as method, as I do
here, to formulate and articulate a criticism that is prospective or a near future urban
scenarios. These devices and communicative techniques are employed as mixed
methods in experimental communicative blends of multimodal and digital narrative, ANT
concerns and techniques. Taken together they accentuate the use of speculation as a
method and mode of inquiry (Sterling, 2009b; Parisi, 2012; Morrison et al. 2013b).
However such speculation may be located within current times as is seen in Figures 13
and 14:

A little more real

Now my unproud history can be seen. A mapping of the strikes and markings of drone as
generic product, steered by people at others, over there in the warzones of religion and
insurgency. The precursors to my urban militancy. Haha. To go rogue is to … go civilian!
I see the website PeaceNews has a link to a petition called Lift The Veil. Way back in
2012 it was collecting 20 000 signatures to demand the disclosure of the use of us drones
by the British in Afghanistan. That was the year in the US that re-elected President
Obama began to meet public pressure to come clean on the unstated actions of the drone
programme.
I shift my location over the city, seeing on my inner screen these smaller ones from years
gone past in Dronestagram. It’s ‘Making these locations just a little bit more visible, a little
closer. A little more real’.

Figures 13 & 14: PeaceNews site, Lift the Veil campaign. Available:
http://peacenews.info/node/6950/drone-campaign-news; Dronestagram by James Bridle.
Available: http://booktwo.org/notebook/dronestagram-drones-eye-view/
12

Discussion: moving the paradox?
For the average news-viewing and peace-abiding citizen current debate and practices
around electronic surveillance and our readings of drone technologies is a paradoxical and in no way a fictional - situation. Watching news video online and sending a copy of
this draft text may be monitored though its sender and recipient may have no knowledge
of this, while horrified at the extent of personal data gathering and the reach of ‘watchers’
that has been termed unconstitutional by former American security leaders.
Yet, at the same time parties to this communicative act of daily news processing and the
exercise of criticality central to notions and conventions of academic freedom would in no
way condone violent or bigoted sorties by fundamentalists of any kind, whether through
organised calls or individual sociopaths such as occurred two years ago in Oslo, Norway.
As citizens, we too would like to know, even feel assured, that we will not encounter such
horrific manifestations of human behaviour.
However, as active participants to our societies, we need to move beyond the poise above
such a paradox and to continue to discuss how it is that we even find ourselves
confronted by such seeming contradictions. In design and its research, some of these
discussions might fall within the purview of design and social innovation. They may also
feature within the emerging area of design activism and the twists it may demand of
participatory and co-design.
As we engage in the design of interactions, and services, hybrid products and intertwined
complex systems that we argue need to be understood as emerging, through their ‘wicked’
character and by way of even radical innovation, we cannot not acknowledge that design
is implicated in the very fabric of our now electronically networked societies. Our mobility
is now augmented by the smartphones in our pockets, ones that track and map our
actions and exchanges, purchases and loiterings. We are now embedded in and give
material to our own digital constructions and communication.

Conclusion: on composing and prospects
For a humanist design researcher, the act of construction (Koskinen et al., 2011) and
multimodal composition (Morrison, 2010) of the design fiction WiFly (Morrison, 2011) and
the shaping of the persona Adrona, both drawing on social science and technology
critiques and knowledge of HCI, was interesting methodologically (c.f. Mainsah & Morrison,
2013). In summary it may be said to be an outcome of the articulation of design in a digital
humanities space (Burdick et al., 2012).
In making the article and in making the narrative text, an oscillation occurred between the
fictional and the argumentative, with online sites and links leading abductively to, from and
between one another, in online news items or academic texts, such as security studies.
Overall, this worked as an experimental method of composition. It involved chance,
serendipity, allusion and randomness, approaches common in the arts and in design (Diaz,
2011).
Techniques such as irony and pastiche were used to try to convey a mismatch between
expectations and future perspectives, where as seemingly non human speaks to us
mortals in our current perceptual world. This is a world of the networked city. Techniques
of play (Morrison, 2011) as a method were refereed to and applied performatively,
drawing on research and co-design in performance studies, digital and locative narrative.
The approach drew on earlier experiments of a similar nature in which performative
composition and readers juxtapositional meaning making was enacted (Morrison, 2003).
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Figure 15: Predator drone outline on street of Instanbul, James Bridle.
It is such making of meaningful prospects in and through design that this design fictional
inflected text has offered as part of an exploratory, essayistic, but also, design critical
writing. In contrast to the gallery displays and expository writing on critical design, this is
‘writing on the streets’ and writing in the sky, in Adrona’s words, in the site of a blog. This
conference paper is also a form of hybrid articulation between critical and speculative
design, oriented explicitly as a performative enactment of the two, but connecting design
fictional expression and analytical reflection that together are realised as discursive design.
Like critical design and its more recent speculative incarnations as well as the speculative
in design fiction, fictional narrative designs may draw on ‘faction’ based stances that leave
us as readers and city dwellers with troubling views on the network city, not simply the
prevailing market-driven persuasions towards aligning with ‘the ‘smart city’. So too may
expository writings on design challenge us to interpret and to query our assumptions
about design research discourses and their rhetorical and mediational compositions. In
closing, rather than make any further declarative statements, I leave readers with a space
to reflect on their own responses to Adrona in her voicing of the speculative and design
fiction:

What are my prospects?
It’s a lonely life up here, day after day, the icy nights, and the unblinking view of the
streets below. I see her again, that woman skulking along the walls. I zoomed in on her
yesterday. Might she be Roma? She seems to be worried and cold, as if she is looking for
someone but cannot be seen by the authorities. Maybe she did not leave with her and
group when they set off back south, far from these streets now glazed with refrozen ice.
What are my prospects? And what do I see? Does anyone see me? I have watched Prof
La Tour as he reads his way around the city, smart tablet in hand. Let me look into the guy
I passed by when scanning drone sites yesterday. He’s been he hasn’t he? Mr Bridle.
Recently he has been in Istanbul marking out drones. I see myself there, on the street and
from above. My old self before the upgrades and the new systems, then the new frame.
Almost self-nostalgic.
Oh you unbridle my thinking.
14
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Adrona seems to still be with us:

References, references. Who needs ‘em, always on the job
So much has been published on us drones. Books, websites, military reports, manuals
about how to build us using Arduino. We have taken to the sky. But now here in 2030 I am
always on the job, I am redirected, an online device to be steered, to take selective
images, to pattern match shapes with my libraries of unsavouries and snap to urban grid
with a sound flare, to launch one of my tiny nets to trip up pedestrians. No references
needed. Permalinked am I.

Figure 16: Selected book covers, drone technologies, all viewable at www.amazon.com
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